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28 Hallett Bvd, Allenby Gardens

Charming Townhouse - SOLD with buyers missing out!
More properties Wanted

3 1 1

Perfectly located between the City and Sea, hidden within Allenby Garden’s peaceful and vibrant linear

Price

SOLD

estate – a Torrens Titled double-storey townhouse with dual frontages and access awaits its new owner

Property Type

residential

to stamp their own individuality to the timeless neutral tones and tasteful character. This three-

Property ID

1887

bedroom property offers immediate entry into a convenient and peaceful lifestyle of relaxation without

Floor Area

136 m2

compromise as it is easily transformed into quite the entertainer.

Agent Details

As you walk through the gates and enter through the heritage-green front door with stained glass

Nick Mastrangelo - 0401 790 753

panels, you will feel a pleasant ambiance created by the charm, angles and sophisticated decor of the
home. An open living area located on the ground floor that stretches the length of the house offers

Office Details

functional space of ample proportions and charming timeless features such as the bay windows and

Adelaide

ceiling rose in the lounge room, and light filled kitchen overlooking the paved courtyard and year-round

Unit 4/ 60 West Terrace, Adelaide

manicured lawn.

SA 5000 Australia

Utilising angles and clever use of corners provide ample benchtop and storage space, including
cupboards around and above the wide alcove for the fridge. The stainless-steel gas stove-top and
electric oven opposite to the sink and breakfast bar creates a neat and functional hub environment for
food preparation and cooking.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

Outside, enjoy the comfort of a paved undercover Patio area extending to a pitched-roof carport which

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their
own
to determine
or not
this information
in fact accurate.
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